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I always start by making the patchwork body piece which is very simple—
take your two chosen fabrics and cut them into strips of  varying heights, 
ensuring that they are all the same width as the body pattern piece. Sew 
them together alternating the fabrics until your piece is as long as the 
pattern piece. Be sure to press the seams after you’ve finished sewing.

Now cut out all of  the other pattern pieces as follows:
1 head piece
1 face piece
1 hair piece
2 of  each antenna piece
12 hand pieces

Implements of  Construction:
Scissors, sewing machine, iron, embroidery needles, pins, & a stuffing 
stick (or a lead pencil with a rubber on the end works just as well)

Supplies:
- tracing or pattern paper
- 2 contrasting or complimentary cotton fabrics for the body, head 
and hand pieces—a fat 1/4 for the main fabric, and a fat 1/8 for the 
secondary fabric would make 2 bugs
- 40x24cm/16x9” of  lightweight, iron on interfacing
- a small piece of  skin coloured felt for the face
- some  scraps of  felt for the hair and antennae
- embroidery thread for eyes, nose, mouth and cheeks
- 40x24cm/16x9” of  plain fabric for back piece
- sewing thread to match both felt colours, and the main bug colour
- about 200g of  polyfil

Getting Started
All pattern pieces include a 1cm seam allowance (approximately 
1/3rd of  an inch) unless otherwise stated.

Before you start, you should trace over all the pattern pieces with 
some tracing or pattern paper.

Sew the head piece to the body piece, and press. Lay the interfacing down 
on top of  this new piece and iron it on. The interfacing keeps it firm, and 
stops the patchwork from fraying.

Take the twelve hand pieces, pair them up so that you have six sets of  
hands. Pin them together with rights sides facing, sew the pieces together, 
re-stitching for durability. Trim around the edge of  the pieces to reduce 
bulk before turning them right out, and pressing with an iron. Put these 
pieces aside for now.

By now you should have a good idea of  what kind of  bug you’re making, 
so you can begin the face & hair pieces to match it. I have included 
3 different designs for faces, but I make these all ‘free-hand’, and 
encourage you to come up with your own design, it’s quite fun! 

Let the bug making begin!
1.

2.

3.

This is how I do it...
- I cut a face piece, then I cut a hair piece so that I have a good idea of  where the face 
features need to sit
- I embroider the eyes first, just using a simple satin stitch, with some simple little lines 
for eyelashes if  it’s a girl
- then I do the nose and mouth, and add some cheeks or freckles for character

These guys are just some extra face ideas!



Now, it’s back to your sewing machine to sew your little face to 
the head piece—use the pattern pieces as a positioning guide, 
and use a longer stitch for sewing felt onto cotton. Start at the 
middle of  the top of  the head, and do some back stitching, 
remembering that the hair will be covering this part of  the 
face. Stitch around the full circumference of  the face slowly and 
carefully, and quite close to the edge, about 3mm, which is about 
a tenth of  an inch.

4.

You’ll need to change your thread colour to match your hair and 
antenna colour. Place the hair piece in position on top of  the 
face, and starting at the bottom-left-hand-point, begin to stitch 
very carefully and slowly around the edge of  the piece, making 
your way back to where you started, and stitching back and forth 
at this point a couple of  times.

5.

Take the four antenna pieces, lay the two smaller pieces over 
one another, and repeat with the longer pieces. Using the same 
stitch and distance from the edge as before, and starting at the 
bottom-left-hand side of  an antenna, stitch around the entire 
perimeter of  the antenna—and just for good measure, stitch 
around again.

6.

start sewing here
x

Things should really be starting to come together now! 
Lay the bug body down on your workspace with the right side 
facing up towards you. Take the two antennae and pin them in 
place—in line with each of  the eyes, and facing inwards. Now, 
take the 6 hands that you made earlier, and position them along 
the side of  the body as per the pattern guide;  they should also 
be facing inwards. Make sure that these pieces are right up 
against the edge of  the body piece. Pin the hands into place. 

7.

Now, move the pinned bug out of  the way, and lay the plain 
backing piece down in front of  you (with the right side facing 
up if  there is one). Take your pinned bug piece and lay it over 
the plain fabric, with the right side facing down, so that you can 
see the interfacing. Re-pin the antennae and hands so that they 
include the back piece, as well as pinning the front to the back.

8.

x
start sewing here

a
b

xstart sewing here



Back to your sewing machine... Begin sewing at the point 
marked ‘a’ on the pattern, and sew all the way around the 
perimeter of  the bug piece until you reach the point marked ‘b’. 
At this point, I often turn the bugs the right way around just to 
check that everything has worked, such as the antennae and 
hands have been stitched into the correct place, and to check 
the symmetry of  the head sewing. Once you’re happy with 
this, turn the bug inside out again, and restitch over the same 
path—double stitching is important! We want tough bugs!

Before you turn the bug the right way around for good, you 
may need to do some trimming around the head to reduce the 
bulk of  the fabric, and I always cut a little triangle shape out of  
the points where the head meets the body because it helps the 
whole thing sit better.

Now you can turn your bug the right way out, you may like to use 
a stuffing stick to ensure that the edges are neatly done. Using a 
hot iron, press the back of  the bug (hot-iron and felt aren’t the 
best of  friends!).

9.

10.

x

snipsnip

snipsnip
begin sewing here

Using the polyfil, stuff  your new little friend until he or she is 
firm, I recommend using a stuffing stick here, it makes the 
whole thing a lot easier! And using a matching thread, stitch the 
opening at the bottom of  the bug up with blind stitch.

And, last, but certainly not least... take a good look at that bug, 
think up a name, and what kinds of  things he or she might or 
might not like! Strangely enough, my bugs tend to like the same 
things as me!

11.

Enjoy!

Name:

Age:

Likes:

Dislikes:



a b

body
cut 1 piece 

hand placement guides

a b
stuffing opening



face
cut 1 piece 

head
cut 1 piece 

hand
cut 12 pieces 

antennae 

cut 2 of each piece 



face guides for embroidery

or you could 
come up with 
your own!



choose your hairstyle!


